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In line with foments received from our subscribers, we have decided/discontinu© including the 
FAPA mailing review in the edition sent out to our subscribers; however, if any of them wish 
to resolve the complete edition with the strictly FAPA stuff therein, they may, at a flat rats 
of 5/ per issue additional. Thus, the first four issues complete, would cost 30/; and future 
subscriptions would bo 2 for 35/, Noto this: Th© wordage subscribers will receive has not 
been cut by this decision; instead they receive on additional amount of general interest me- 
terial as would have been taken up with strictly FAPA material, previously. Your reaction?

’ GOSTAK DOSTTLS THir'DISHE£ wrw~~wr“ !

SPECIAL*.
FANZINE and other material reproduced: WE’LL TYPE THE HASTES and run off the copies of 

your publications, by the same precess as this fanzine, for the following rates:
Typing the "master” , per page: SyZll size for: 15/ 8^x14 size for: 20/

(You can obtain the masters and type them yourself if you wish, and send them in for running )
Duplication: Per 50 copies: S^xll size: 25/ S^e14 size: 50/

(ONE OR BOTH SIDES OF THE SHEET! ABSOLUTELY NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR RUNNING ON BOTH SIDE!!!) 
This means everything printed in purple only, and not over 400 copies per page®

Hailing Services: The finished copies will be addressed and mailed to any address or
addresses you wish, for double the actual postage cost. Thus, in lots of 200 or more copies 
at one time, nailed out by us to 200 or more addresses, under our preeaneel permit, th© 
mailing charge would be only 2/ per copy, except in eases when the fanzine is too bully.

This offer is open to all, but it must remain an introductory offer, for, if we get too 
much business, we’ll have to raise our prices proportionate to the spare time available.
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I TOLD YOU SO

As suggested last issue, w® did get ourselves a purpLs-proeoss duplicator. To be 
eraet, a Wolber Liquid-Process (Spirit) Duplisatoi% A nice machine. Obviously, there’s 
not mush point to tolling you this NOW, though. You can seo it plain enough by now®

W® considered keeping to the sass format fer this final issue of Volume one, as w® 
had had in our previous issues, but decided it wasn’t north the trouble. If it really in- 
convenienses anyone, all we can say is that uro ver® going to ehang® to this page six® nm-fr 
issue, anyway. Whether you think so, er not, folding each sheet is a lot of work.

Again, we had hoped to have both this and th© nest issue in th® mailing, but again, 
time ran ®mt« And have we ever got material! Not that we can’t us® more, of course, what 
with increasing to either 26 or 30 pages next issue, plus th© indax supplements...

And don’t forget that this next volume see’s something new in yet another way.

UHj.CS BRINGS US TO ANOTHER POINT: If you ®r© merely a subscriber, have you ranged 
yet? Very few are th© subscriptions that don’t run out with this issue. Do you want t© 
miss all the mt erial we’ve planned for future issues? Now’s th© tiias to renaw!

AND: Don’t miss ny SAPS nine either. ’Tatar was discontinued after the second iss&e 
which contains a review of #3 New Worlds. It has been replaced with Floor which runs 14 
pages per issue (W each? 3 for-"OT7”Th® first ish contains a lett“^^cm th® editor of

Worlds; reviews of 4 stories from 1935 Weird Teles and a eoupl® reprints from th© first 
issue of THE FANTASY FAN. There’s also a review of th® #2 SAES mailing, but future issues 
(ir2 is du© cut by the middle of Tune) will see th© adaption of the same policy we’r® using 
in this mg new—dropping the mailing i’cvier- from th® subscription edition, but making even 
that available to anyone interested for an extra charge of 5^ mr issue.

But we still need money. That’s one reason we’re making the special offer on th® front 
page. Also, there’s a «special sal.®?3 on page 14 of #1 Ploor that’s still good. And we’ve 
lots of fansin.es to sell or trade off. If you want to buy, our prices rang© from 15^ on 
•on® fareines, up through 25^, 50$f, 65^ for Spaceys, and $1 for Fantasy Fans. We’ve a few 
other really scarce fanzines also. Inquire ’if i’ntaraatod. (W® need money,Teh0

And w® still have all the back issues of our own fansinae for sale, ie®. 3 Wopple-Kits, 
1 Flash?, 4 Snix, 1 Noleoule, 2 ’Tatars, 1 conhination Snix-Tator, 1 Dud, and 1 Floore

fansin.es
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PRESENTING ED. COX

New don’t Memo me; blame Coswal, he wanted me to do this! We switch to 3rd person,.

Hawas born in Cambridge, Hass., almost in the shadow of Harvard University; lived in 
Cambridge awhile, but in Somerville, Hass., for most of the next fourteen years. Then his 
family moved to Lubec, Main® in Mey 1945. It was only a few months later—about Sept.—• 
when he came across an old caverless copy of SCIENCE FICTION STORIES in th® corner drug- 
star®. The flame was kindled. After that, he rapidly found ASTOUNDING, AHAZH'IQ, CAPTAIN 
WrUttE, and PLANET STORIES, The flam® of gtf was now burning rapidly. For the next two 
years he quietly read all the stf he could find, and discovered FEM and NT. In the latter 
part of 1946, he sent for a few back issues to begin filling in his files. It wasn’t till 
then that he found FA, TUS, and SS—and in STARTLING he found out about fanzines. The 
flame was now all-consuming.

Thus it wasn’t until 1947 that he really started to got into fandom. He began cor
responding with a few fans. Rae Ward told him about the Nfff and he soon became a nombor. 
Then he started to swap letters with Coswal, who encouraged him ((Honest, fellas, I didn’t 
write this myself.—Ede)) and gave him advice on joining the FABA. He hopes to prove a 
worthy member and is now pounding out stuff to fill SNIX, so he can get his 8 pages a year.

He has around 200 mags and 30 books but hopes to increase the number soon. His favo
rite stf authors include Suttner (and most of his work under his other names), Bradbury, 
Moore, Brackett, Campbell, EKmith, Will F« Jenkins, and mny more. Fantasy authors in
clude Merritt, Lovecraft, Dunsany, and Chambers, He likes music (plays sax and has a few 
records), ice cream, hot swing and jazz, James Oliver Curwood’s stories, London’s, movies, 
to eat, Bing, to sleep, and numerous other things. H® doesn’t like Shaver, mosquitos, 
work, the Marx Brothers, spinach, earthquakes, the "new look1, and the like. He’s indif
ferent to the opposite sex, enraged mailmen, bill collectors, Poe’s work, most of Uelis’, 
non-stf in general, and ether sundry things.

So far, the people of this town don’t think he’s nuts or anything, but the mailman 
wishes he lived far, far away. Since he’s had his bee-uu-tiful new typewriter, the family 
knows where he is when he’s not in the same room with them, by the rattle of ye olde 
trypewriter. ((Heh, it aged terribly fast, didn’t it?—Ed.))

Switch back to the first. My ambitions, immediate and otherwise, are: to help put 
Maine in her rightful place in fandom (Russell Woodman ((Jack Zatt of LOKI.—Ed.)) of 
Portland (Maine, of course!), and I—and any other Maine fans we can find—hope to "flood” 
the prozines with letters, so people will know Maine does have fans; to fill In my prozine 
files some more; to eventually put out a FAPAzine, and an all Maine fan?.in®,

Nell, that’s Si. Cox. If you want to know any more, I give up!

 , ~

Ohl On November 6, 1929.

Incidentally, I wasn’t aware of fandom until last year. I mean, organized fandom, 
local clubs and fanzines. I’d picked up bits of info here and there from letters in the 
mags but not until I read my first SS in 1946 did I hear about fanzines. I found out var
ious things when I started a tentative correspondanee with Rex Ward. After I’d seen a few 
fanzines, I decided that I’d remain a "quiet” fan. But one day I saw SNIX reviewed in SS 
and I wanted the index of the 1946 pros you have in that issue, so I subed. You know the 
rest and I think that was about the best thing I’ve ever done in fandom! Thanks to you, 
I’m where I am today.

You’ll find a variety of material by Ed Cox in this and future issues—a summary of 1947 
prozines (next pig®), exhaustive reviews of current pros (next ish), poetry, and fiction.
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THE PROZINES OP 1947 

by Ed. Cox

(The order in v&ich the magosines appear doos not necessarily izaiily the order of their 
quality; and all opinions expressed are, of course^ my own.)

FANTASTIC A1W iiJrbRES managed to produce? 8 issues in 1947} with ths September number 
it went monthly, while in NcveEber the back cover paintings returned.

The best cover is the symbolic one on the March issue. All the covers were consist
ently good, and all were done by Robert Gibson Iones except for H. W. McCauley’s in July. 
Ziff-Davis has just about the best cover artists in all the stfsine field, with the excep
tion of Rogers end other ASF artists. Finlay and Stevens are tops—but how would they 
look doing the covers for FA and Arazing? Th© type of mgazin© and story contents count 
very much in Judging an artist’s work. The fw inside pies by Finlay and Rod Ruth ar® 
tops in this very well illustrated magazine®

Chester S. Geier’s superb novel, FORMER IS TCO LONG, leads the year’s stories in 
Fantastic Adventures, Th© novelettes and shorts were th® usual FA type, though notable 
exceptions were Jones’ CTLIXDRET'S ROOM, BI® EARS by Reg Fhillfps (Graham), and TOMORROW 
AND T0MCRRO.7 by Bradbury, though these ore not all. Th© '’Toffee" serdes by Charles Myers 
were delightfully refreshing amng th© general "unusual" thorn® of most of th® shorter 
material. Fantastic Adventures continues meh the cam® as before.

FAMOUS FANTASTIC ISSTURIES remained bimonthly during 1947 so wo hove six novels and 
nine short stories.

The year's best cover was Stevens’ for th© October issue. All covers were symbolic. 
The inside Illustrations were, on the whole, the usual fin© work of Finlay and Stevens, 
but the latter has an edge on Finlay. An outstanding Finlay is the one for A. Conan 
Doyle’s short in December.

The novels are the "average FES typb"sinee policy change. None this year were the 
beautiful, real "fantasy*’ of the Merritt ca? Chambers type. The best (of the 4 I’ve read) 
was London’s STAR ROTO?. Th© others were th® typical caveman, semi-caveman, Ftoglish 
political type and what have you.

The best shorts wore the ones in the last 3 issues of the year—notably Uhitlay’s and 
Leinster’s. The others are the regular horror fillers.

FEM, to be frank, is in a rut. The letter column is good—-not the best—and promotes 
buying and swapping. Poetry is often printed. The new feature is wonderful, but other 
than a few good shorts and a half-decent novel once in a while, the fiction is dragging 
terribly. A novel like Chambers* SLAYER OF SOULS, real fantasy, would pep it up. Very 
many readers have written in, complaining about the horror, caveman, and world’s-end stor
ies. FEU needs to be rejuvenated.

WEIRD TALES for 1947 was still bi-monthly. Th® price upped to twenty cents during the 
year, and the new "WEIRDISIS" series started—these being the major changes during th® yeas.

Th® best cover was Dolgov’s for the October issue, with Matt Fox’ two close behind.
The inside pics were about the same as usual; no exceptionally good ones and no really 

awful ones although, if it wasn’t Lee Brown Ooya’s style, he would easily have the worst 
pies of all. Dolgov and Tilburne, and the occasional Fox, do the best work.

The fiction continues to be the usual typo beloved of most Weird Tales authors—you 
know: if the hero isn’t a werewolf or something, a horrible doom overtakes him in th® end 
one way or another.

Strangely enou^i, the best story of the year was Erie Frank Russell’s first and only, 
so far, story to appear in Weird: VsNl'URIR OF THE MARTIAN MIMICS. It was essentially a 
"weird" tale but was definitely off the beaten trail. An exceptionally good duo of pics 
by Dolgov made it perfect. Other than MIMICS9 along with an occasional fantasy by Ham
ilton and Bradbury’s unusual tales, 1947 was about the regular Weird Tales’ average.

AMAZING STORIES’ twelve issues for 1947 made it one of the two continuous monthlies 
of the year.

The cover paintings were all very well done, vhich is an understatement. It is q^ite 
hard to choose the best painting from such an array. You have to consider whether you’re
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after a symbolic, science-fictional, or fantasy cover; and one may bs superior in a diff
erent way from the one chosen best. Anyway, it’s a toss-up between the July and September 
covers. The symbolic cover for August is close—it’s one of the best symbolic "atcnP 
covers I’ve seen. It is almost futile to try to determine the best interior pie,, Hany 
good artists and many Tarried types.

There were several really colossal stf novels last year in Amaz.1 ng—th® lead stories 
from July to September being tops. Sherman’s novel in the April issue, Livingston’s LAND 
OF THE DAMNED, Nileox's DES5RT OF EIE DAMNED, TRAIL OF THE ASTROGAR by Henry Hasse, and 
several others were outstanding.

Notable lowpoint: June isst’e. High point: September issue. There were a lot of 
good stories to offset th© Shaver "stuff”.

The back covers returned9 but are featuring "Fortean" ideas—to support the "Shaver 
misery" no doubt. I would like, as many others probably, to see Paul’s stories FROM THE 
STARS series return.

Amazing has made a definite improvement from the time when Shaver hud the long novel 
every issue.

STARTLING STORIES, one of the Thrilling bi-monthlies, made its six issues for 1947.
Bergey’s most commendable effort was th© symbolic cover for Kuttner’s novel in the 

September issue. The covers have improved, all right. No BSIs this year—only one "Disc- 
mn°—but he persists in having half clad heroines floating around in outer space.

Stevens and Finlay vie for top honors inside the magazine. Again, Stevens has an 
edge on Finlay. The best black-and-white artwork was for THE HAN IN THE IRON CAP, and 
KINGDOM OF THE BLIND.

All six novels were of a very high quality. THE STAR OF LIFE leads off, with Lein
ster’s MAN IN THE IRON CAP and Kuttner’s LORDS OF THE SPORH falling very closely behind. 
The other novels were right up there with all of the shorts, giving a variety of ideas and 
entertainment. The Hall of Fame stories all deserved appearing in that department. The 
letter column is one of the best now going and the other departments have plenty of inter
est. All in all, 1947 was a great year for Startling Stories; a wonderful improvement.

THRILLED WOIIDIR STORIES was also a bi-monthly, alternating with its companion-mag.
Again we have a Bergey symbolic cover taking the cake for the best, although April 

almost took the honors. The December cover it is, though.
On the inside art, Finlay redeem himself. The pics for THE HANLESS UORLDS take 1st 

honors—especially on pages 11 and 17. The one on p.15 was very "Stevens-like" but still 
good Finlay. His work for Kuttner’s ATOMIC, and in the October issue, is also the real 
Finlay at his best. Stevensv work for V/AY OF THE GODS and THE BOOMERANG CIRCUIT nearly 
equal Finlay’s work. Stevens and Finlay are at their best in the Thrilling magazines?

The fiction for 1947 was extremely satisfying. Vie have Jenkins and Kuttner in force 
with many fine shorts and novelettes. Outstanding ware: Kuttner’s WAY OF THE GODS, ATOM
IC, and THE PG7ER AND THE GLORY. Under his Hammond name was DARK DAHN. Jenkin.?’ Kim 
Rendall series finished wonderfully—much bettor than his new Gregory series. The stories 
on the whole, were all of a very high grade. Only a few shorts fell through.

The letter column ties with Startling’s for the best in the pros. The new book re
view adds much to the zine and the editorials before the letter section is, and should be, 
very much appreciated.

All in all, TUS and SS have made enormous strides, in all respects, in 1947. EDITOR 
SAM HERL’IN JR. SHOULD BE GIVEN A SORT OF SCIENTIFICTIONAL "VOTE OF CONFIDENCE" . He 
deserves it.

Astounding SCIENCE FICTION. There were, as usual, twelve issues of this "halL-markf 
of science fiction magazines for 1947. With the February issue, the format changed to a 
"semi-slick" appearance which really is ideal. With the trimmed edgas and the ft md hi 11 ty 
of its pages, this magazine is well suited for collectors as well as reading.

Rogers and Schneeman return to bolster Timmins, with Alejandro ably assisting.—One 
science cover and even an astronomical cover by the famous Chesley Bonestell.—Quite a 
variety of artists and types of covers. Let’s hope that 1948 will prove to have more. 
First place goes to Alejandro’s beautiful symbolism of man striving to reach the stars on 
the September cover. The October cover places a close second, with the June and July ones
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tying for third place.
Orban and Cartier finally break ©season’s awful monopoly of ths Inside pies. Wes- ar

tists appear but disappear as quickly as the months go by® Timmins canes up with soma very 
realistic, almost photographic, work—"wash-drawings" I believe they’re called. Rogers 
goas to work on the inside illustrations for Smith’s new Lensman epic with better pics than 
those he did for SECOND STAGE LEHSMEN. Summing it up, we find that once more, the art 
situation is on solid ground. Alejandro, Rogers, Timmins and Schnsaman make a good teem 
for the covers. Cartier, Orban, Timmins and Rogers take care of th® inside art quite well, 
with Napoli and Davia once in a while for variety. imil/UB WOULD BE WELCOME AGAIN, TOO.

Jack Jilliamson, E. E. Smith, and L. Ron Hubbard make their return appearance tn the 
1947 aSFs, along with a flood of fiction on the "atom war and aftermath” theme. Top stor
ies include Williamson’s WITH FOLDED HANDSt Hubbard’s THE SID IS NOT YET, Sturgeon’s MATURE 
TTY, E.F.Rxsssell’s HOBBYIST and van Vogt’s CENTAURUS II. These stories head a long list of 
consistantly excellent stories of all types. A. 3, van Vogt continues his "Clans" ser
ies, and Simak adds AESOP, just about the best, to his "City” series. Rena Lafayette 
starts an azcellGnt w series which I hop® will run for some time to come.

Editor Campbell always has an interesting and informative editorial and, though the 
rotogravure paper is missing, the articles are as good as aver. Photos show up quite wall 
on the new paper. An occasional, book reyiesr rounds out the contents. The only thing I can 
gripe about is BRASS TACKS, but that department appeared more often than usual, in ’47,

Add all of that up to the best stf nag on the stands—really a science fiction mag®

PLAIIET STORIES is the only quarterly left of the stf zines, though it will go bi
monthly as soon as possible.

The covers are the regular Planet type, but they are much better than they have been. 
The interior pics are better than ever. McWilliams is the best currently working in the 
mg. The artwork does emphasize the heroines charms but they ar© improvements over what 
the covers used to be.

The sane rip-roaring adventure, liberally endowed with beautiful heroines, and inhuman 
villians is dished out by ths PS authors. The year presented many good yarns, while Ray
mond F. Jones, Shester S. Geier, and Erik Fennel made their first appearance therein. Eox, 
McDowell, Bradbury, and Fennel have fine stories; Geier has two very good shorts, THE VENUS 

being the better; while Bradbury’s ROCKET SU1M5R was exceptional. Bryce Walton and 
Garson had very good shorts, too—MO-SANSHON and LITTLE PEPS OF ARKKAN in the summer issue.

Planet Stories bad a very good year in 1947 and Paul L. Payne is very capable as editor.

THE AVON FANTASY READS? produced four "pocket-book” type issues in 1947. Priorilly 
a reprint magazine, it did print a tem new stcrios. One main advantage that it has over* 
the old Munsey FEM—and Fantastic Novels—is that it has the whol© field of fantasy to 
draw from instead of th© limited stock of old Nuneey-mag stories^

There is no interior artwork in APR. The covers were by an unknown but are bizarre 
enough to add to ths general good quality of the mg. of the four covers, the best was on 
the second issue and it might have something to do with Guy Endors’s DAY OF THE DRAGON which 
appeared therein. None of the covers seemed to illustrate any specific story definitely,

The first issue, dated February 1347, featured an old Murray Leinster yarn, THE PCWE? 
PLANET. Rating high with ^his yarn wore Clark Ashton Smith’s THE VAULTS OF YCH-VGMBIS and 
Merritt's WCUAN OF THE WOOD. Most of the stories, this issue, were on the weird and horror 
side. The only truly "fantasy" story was Merritt’s—but then, the Avon Fantasy Reader is 
to give the readers all types of "imaginative romancing".

The second AFR, undated, featured Pratt and Manning’s CITY OF THE LIVING DEAD as the 
star attraction. Also contained in this issue was Keller’s OTIWGRAHIIR’S HANDS which we 
think stole the show. Robert E® Howard’s MIRRORS OF TUZEN THUNE, which reminds one of C. 
A. Smith’s writings9 had a distinct atmosphere of its own which did much for the mag's 
living pip to its name®

Th© third issue boasted stories by C®L4Ioore9 A. Merritt, and H.P.Lovecraft, among 
others. These three were by far the best in the issue and wont far towards making this 
issue the best of the four. Also contained were John Collier’s much reprinted EVENING 
PRIMROSE and Frank Owen’s THE SILENT TREKS.

lb® fourth (and last, it almost seemed) marked the second appearance of c.A —Smith ft,, 
^£0s°nAnd Hay Bradbury- 7h®r0 G story by A.E. van Vogt in this issue, titled 

DEFENSE, which was very short, but a good yarn. P. Schuyler Miller’s THE ARRHENIUS HORROR
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was an excellent lead story, well deserving the top spot of the issue. This, with Bond’s 
CONQUEROR’S ISLE, Bradbury’s THE MAN UPSTAIRS, and van Vogt’s story, made this issue the 
second best of the four AFRs.

These last two issues were groat improvements over the others—it seemed as t-hon^ 
Donald Wellheim was just hitting his stride. Too bad the AVON FANTASY READER slowed down.

SPACE TRAILS was present with only one issue. Intended as a Quarterly, it was dated 
Swmer 1947, A neatly printed, small sized magazine put out by Pegasus Publications, this 
first issue featured a reprint of Wilson (Bob) Tucker’s PRISON PLANET.

The cover pictured a tragic space scene, some/Aat like the one on the Jan. *44 ASF, 
done by Tack Wiedenbecko It had nothing to do with the story but was good just the same. 
On the back page there is a picture and a few words about Bob Tucker, Except for some 
Pegasus Publications’ ads, there is nothing else in the zine.

The magazine was evidently intended as a semi-professional, but one gets the idea it 
is no more than a fanzine.

VORTEX was more prozine than fanzine, so we are including it in our listing. "Dated" 
"#1, 1947”, it was put out by Gordon Kull and George Cowie of San Francisco. It is wall 
printed and the paper quality is better than some of the current pros. And it has the vor
tex design on all the pages and it is really attractive.

The cover is a photo of "Ths? thing and worshipers”, whatever they are—sonething Triads 
of springs and clay, probably. On page 27, there is another which illustrates the poem 
DOUBT. There are other illustrations in the mg, but after seeing the photos, they seem 
somewhat amateurish—though I’ve seen worse. The best were on pages 33 and 63.

Listed are three fantasy stories, one poem, and two stf yarns. Two articles and four 
departments make up the rest of the bill of fare. THE FISHERMAN OF MARS was the best fan
tasy, and Cowie’s DEMOBILIZATION the better of the stf items. All the stories were pretty 
gooda however, and wo get a fairly large amount of fiction for a "fanzine”. In fact, most 
of the mag is fiction. Gordon Kull brought up an important point in his article, and 
Tames Levellers MAC, ONE told me more about the "brain" than some articles about it 
which I8ve read in bigger mags. ’

ft0 Ave. Portland, Oregon

WANTS) ^BY COSWAL: The first 14 issues of WEIRD TALES, preferably complete with covers?’.’.’. 
Would $65. cash even ^egin to jar a set loose from somebody? Pleasd? I also need a lot 
of later issues, especially 1925 and 26. I don’t have much money, but I’ve lots to trade.

The departments include the Editorial, "REACTIONS” (letter column), and one for fane3 
photos and autoblogs. WORLD SAVERS invites your ideas on what will solve current world 
problems, such as the Bomb, Japan, etco

All in all, this issue was a good start, with a well balanced contents page. It 
would appear to have something of interest to all readers—and it is very easy readings

I will now list ten stories that will represent about the best of all types for 1947. 
They appear in no special order:

THE MAN IN THE IRON CAP Leinster
FOREVER IS TOO LONG Geier
THE STAR KINGS Hamilton
WITH FOLDED HANDS . . . Williamson
WAY OF THE GODS Kuttner
SO SHALL YE REAP Graham
JERRY IS A MAN Heinlein
THE MD IS NOT YEP Hubbard
VASSALS OF THE LODE-STAR Fox
THE STAR OF LIFE Hamilton

Startling
Fantastic Adventures
Amazing
aSF
TWS
Amazing
TYE

Planet 
Startling

These are not the ten best, but ten of the best. They represent outstanding stories 
of most of the magazines, from atom—bomb themes to interplanetary adventure.

Just about the best story of 1947, and a most appropriate one, was Roger Po Graham’s 
SO SHALL YE REAP. It presents, in an impressive manner, the all-too-probable consequences 
of an atomic war and the future of our planet. There have been many on this general, idea 
but this one really leaves an impression on the reader. Read it if you haven’t already!

In conclusion: The expected post-war boom in scientifiction was pretty near realized 
in 1947, though not quite. STF recovered very much in 1947, so that, actually. 1948 may 
be an actual "golden year" □

iillia£~R0 Fitzgerald
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OUT OF HIGHT

Imagine my surprise, early this April, to discover in Russell Wilsey’s FELIX 8 Vol® le 
#5 (August 31 # 19-44), a previous reprinting of DICK ARMSTRONG AND THE MARTIAN INVADERS® 
It was prefaced by the following statement: ”(( This delectable bit of whimsy is token 

frm the first, and only, issue of "The Voice of The Gostak," a small but sterling 
fanlet of Hr® Fredrick Pohl® Having found it one of the most we have ever, we are 
sure you to® ))” and was followed by this note: "(( This story appeared under the 
name of Don Q» Quote, which is probably ie Kirshenblit® ))” a misprint there, so me~ 

where? The Contents Pago lists the story as by; "H, Kirs henblit”®

Enough for the past? For this issue, ws reprint from "Speer’s SUSTAINING PROGRAM" 
for Fall 1939, an issue we found in the envelope marked "March 1940 (Tenth & Eleventh 
Mailings)”—it seems, as near as I can gather, that there was considerable trouble in the 
proceeding months, and that the Dec® 39 mailing was not sent out at all, but was held over 
for Inclusion with the next mailing—be that as it may, we present with Jack’s permission 
(the first paragraph of CSC I ET CELA stating: "This is as good a tine as many to mention 

that, as is usual with radio sustaining programs, almost any of the regular departments 
herein can be had by another faamag which might desire to "sponsor” it7 by publishing 
it®") a longish article, minus the photo, which was blurbed on his contents page: "In
troducing a mutant photo-feature?” probably because ASF was, shortly before, featuring 

mutant items of one typo or another® If we’ve kept you waiting long enough, we now give 
you: " >

THE EARLY ADVENTURES OF BUDDY DEERING
Tother day Iohn A Bristol and I took turns riding piggy-back over to the Library of 

Congress and put our head together over the Dallas News for January, 1931, where we found 
the very first of th® Sunday pages, "Buck Bogers, 2430 a®D„" (The Dallas News was always 
a good way behind other papers in this—that’s why I guessed they had it back to the very 
beginning—as ths Sunday page wus dated 2430 well into the ye^r, and 2431 well into 1932 ,) 

The first page opened with a brief introduction illustrated from scenes in the daily strip 
that had appeared up to that time, then Deering introduced himself as Wilma’s brother and 
th© game ms on® Buddy started out in the boy air scouts, at a time when Amer-ica was 
still an armed camp and the Haii-Mongols a beaten menace.

Buddy got the idea of putting rockets onto the inertron jumping belts to give them power 
flight® With the help of a superior ho succeeded, and thus it was he, and not the bewig- 
god Doctor Huer, who first gave men wings (Huer was still messing around in Atlantis at 
this time). All this happened in the first three panels. The story used to move fast®

On his initial try-out of the successful model, Deering shot up thru clouds and an air
cruiser plastered him across its nose® By the time he was helped inside, it was too far 
to go back, so he decided to go on with them to Mongolia—it was the Mongolia express— 
and see Rogers and Wilma® The ship carried some dispatches for Rogers, and Deering, alone, 
spied a Mongol swipe them and toss them out the window. Puzzled, he dived after them and 
snatched then up before they hit the ocean, and shortly watched a Mongol sub rise and look 
about® Then it was gon©, and he was in the middle of the ocean, with rocket power faille. 
All that the first Sunday.

Eren more happened next time® A meteorite shot down into tho ocean, and of course turned 
out not to be a meteor at all, but a space-ship® Wandering incautiously close, Deering 
was captured by the Tiger Mon aboard, and after they almost came out second best in a 
battle with Terrestrial atmosphere ships, they departed thence again, and thus Buddy Deer
ing was the Mrst man ever to leave this native planet® We must be wary of his "firsts" 
however; he also claimed to be the ffcrst Earthman on Venus later, but after he’d been 
there awhile he ran across the Land of Mystery, peopled by descendants of inmigrants from 
Earth of centuries before®

Well- anyway Deering got to Mars and escaped, I believe by use of his flying belt. He also 
met a girl of the Golden People, Princess Alura® Alura at this time was a fetching Aryan® 
complete even to blond pigtails braided down each cheek, which gradually came loose and 
evolved into the present hair-do as time went on. I believe—John A Bristol isn’t here to 
check on this—but I believe she was also held captive by the Tiger Men and he rescued her® 
At any rate, after a short trip to the land of the Golden People,, Buddy returned and cap-
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lured the Tiger Men’s sphere-ship, in ’Aich he returned to ©ortho

9

There he gathered a group of kindred young souls who helped build a space-ship along 
Terrestrial lines, and returned to Mars with him, as he was alarmed by Alura’s failure to 
communicate with him over the short-wave set she’d given him*. It developed that her 
father—not the weak-kneed Innaldo of the Asterite days, but a fierce old fellow named 
Aud—had not liked her apparent favoring of this Earth youth, dealring rather to wed h® 
to a powerful noble of his realm—really a quite feudal set-up for such an advanced race 
—, and had shut her up, forbidding her to think any more of him# However, the young 
Earthlings sneaked hor cut, and the bunch of them uncovered a plot by the aforementioned 
powerful noble to betray the state to the Tiger Heno And being now in thsir debt, his 
chief scientist Dav Dali managed the building of a superfine space cruiser, and accompan
ied them as one of th® crew when they sot out to find new worlds to conquer«

The asteroids passed, not without mishap, they were passing Saturn on the way to Pluto 
when they were waylaid by a ship which looked rather like the Hercurians* on th® "Around 
the Universe Amazing cover, but turned out to b© commanded by Saturaians, of Ason th® 
leader # Bober (or maybe it v/as Gobar), cane aboard th«ne Resistance seemed hopeless, as 
they possessed the power to road minds. Whoa Bobar fell asleep, however. Buddy and Alura 
bound him and the bunch cut loose from the Saturaians# Forced to go along, Bobar accepted 
his situation with good grace, and became one of tho bunch#

Pluto they found frozen above while races much like these of tho later Water Hoon of Mer
cury lived in the water, eternally hindered by its resistance to fast movement, so that 
some of their hauling was done overland. Down in the civilized Pintonions* world, th® 
guests battled half-men from below and were victorious, but when the king seemed bent on 
wedding young Deering to his daughter, they left without ceremony..

Back on Earth, Bobar got stuck on the President’s daughter Mary, but th® Saturaians had 
learned telepathically of his status—there was also something about marrying a Saturnian 
nobleine, I believe—and sot out to "get” him for refusing to obey and return# Thar® 
followed one of the slower sequences at the early comicB as Buddy, dropping apparently by 
accident into a Hindu’s estate in Canada, attempted to discover which of the household was 
the mind-reading Saturnian, to whom the others were actually servants. The seen® in a 
sudden shot of action, shifted to tho plains of Ind, where Deering called ir&& play a ro
bot that was almost like a second self to him, like th® Scarab - it’s too bad it never 
reappeared in the story thereafter - to do things far him which resulted in breaking up 
the Hindn-Saturnian gang# All this time, their friends were getting married right and 
left, while Buddy and Alura, to the eternal scandalizatlon of science-fiction, continued 
to run around together, and even shared a throne, without ever even being engaged. Perhap® 
they that they were toe young then, but Buddy cannot have been younger than 15 in 24300 
which would rake him at the very least 24 now. Well, there’re Buck and Wilma, too; in 
ARMAGEDD0N--2419, Anthony and Wilma were married shortly after their first victory over 
the Mongols; and it is true that in the early days of Buck Rogers, 2429 c while they were 
among the cowboys, "Wilma’s friends teased her about our approaching marriage" , but Mac
Gregor appeared, and after they were in his service against the Mongols8 he laid down th® 
law that there’d be no marriages at that stage of the game, and I think that’s the last 
we ever heard of it«

Where was I? Well, anyway, the pair got another extra-fine rocket, with every gadget and 
armament the heart could desire, and set out to see what was under Venus’ elcud blanket# 
After a little while of solo exploring. Buddy began to feel the heat and set aside some of 
his equipment for a mcnent. During which moment, the Amazon bird-riders picked him up and 
carried him off to their village# Th® queen, of course, fell in love with him before long, 
and he escaped, found his weapons and flying belt again, and returned to the place where 
the ship had landed, to find it gone, probably hunting him# He sojourned awhile among th® 
primitive Jungle Folk, to when his weapons and flying belt nada him almost a god# Then all 
of a sudden, one day th® bird-riders cam® across his village; following them were the men 
who rid® dragons# a terror to both bird-riders and jungle folk, though vulnerable to Earth 
weapons—=and then tho space-ship found them, end ell three peoples joined in yielding to
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Him wh© could call this monster from the sky at will.

Thus began the Reign of Science on Venus. With equijmant from th© ship, and under th® 
direction of th® Terrestrials t the natives were put to extracting metals and other materi- 
ala from th® land around then, and the capital city of Buddalura was built. Up from th® 
South, across th® boiling equatorial seas (boiling from volcanic activity) , came men in 
sailing ships to bow the knee to this new master of the planet. The coronation was a 
glittering pageant in which oil the races under their sway paraded, and afterwards th® 
emperor and empress set out to tour their domain. As they crossed the equatorial saa with 
the man of th® sailing ships , a volcanic eruption started a storm in which the autocrats s 
lightened by their flying belts g were swept overboard. They found haven in a hollow crater, 
where they discovered men who lived in tall metal towers and moved about along thin wires 
strung from one to the other. These turned out to bo an expedition from Mercury, with un
friendly designs on Venus. An Imperial force arrived to rescue their highnesses and the 
Seres took flight in the metal towers, which tree their ships. Th® trip resumed, and in 
the land across the Equator there was discovered a highly developed civilization which used 
very primitive methods of getting things done. After the extra-Venusians had shown the® a 
few tricks, the king returned their kindness by clapping them in prison, determined to rule 
Venus in their stead. At this juncture, however, th© Murcvrians re-entered the piotura., 
spraying th® city with a ray or a gas that turned everyone into living statues except Buddy 
end Alura far underground and a Mercurian outcast whom they, ©scapinge found, and forced to 
develop a means of reviving the city. Thon again appeared their rocket, and also th® Mar- 
curiars^ whom they engaged in a sensational battle in spe.ee, in which they accounted for a 
number of th® enemy before being brot down themselves. In the region where they landed., 
they found a race of tiny people, once of full statur®, whom long generations trapped in 
subsurface caverns had reduced to two-foot-two size, who were striving to get out"of the 
caverns, being very ingenious workers in iron, but prevented by a flare® blast of air which 
roared down th® one exit. The Tellurians developed a tractor designed to work against the 
gale, which carried a chain up and out, by nears of which th® little people escaped, their 
long imprisonment.

Their majesties premised to find room for the little folk in their own realm, and the na
tion set out. Buddy and the queen of the little folk, scouting on ahead, ware caught be
neath the nets dragon-riders used in capturing dragons. The chief of those dragon-riders 
pretended fealty at first, but presently announced that his tribo had never sworn to submit 
to the empire, and clapped Deering in jail. (The dragon-riders always were the least loyal 
of the Venusian subjects; they headed the reactionary feudal regime set up during B&A^s 
long absence on the Asterit® adventures J A dragon-rider princess proposed to free Buddy 
if he would set her an his throne beside him, but ho refused, saying Alura was as much 
ruler as he, and was rewarded for his faithfulness by being rescued by Alura and Benson, 
who later sacrificed himself that they might get into their capital. But meanwhile, th® 
dragon-rider chieftain and the queen of the midges formed an alliance to overthrow the em
pire, and marched on Buddalura. By means of their flying belts, th® emperor and empress 
just beat them there. Th® over-loyal bird-riders rallied to the standard, and a sortie was 
successful in capturing the dragon-rider chieftain, who took a shin® to the bird-rider 
queen. Thereafter, scientific weapons and a spirited charge by the bird-riders broke the 
rebellion, and the dragon—rider chieftain and his Amazon wars married with every prospect 
for a stonqy domestic life.

We may assume that an indefinite period of peace followed. This was broken by raids on 
the frontier posts opposite the Land of Mystery, and when their majesties went out to in
vestigate, Buddy saw a doorway appear in empty air, and Alura snatched into it. There was 
a very amusing picture in which h® slammed headlong up against nothing. Th® lister tans 
bent the light quanta around things by means of machinery, achieving invisibility. Th® 
king fretted in his palace, but his ministers kept him practically prisoner, unwilling to 
go to war with the powerful Land of Mystery., Deering slipped away one night however, and 
procured a bunch of weapons from the arsenal, which h© strung along behind him on a cable, 
weight counteracted with lifters, By moans of some bombs he next day captured a Mysterian 
tank, but, farced to make it go in a hurry, he had to posh randomly at the controls, with 
the result that it ran may with him knocked unconscious inside and plunged over a cliff.
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Hsas^hil©, a girl tired of the cold listerias kultur helped Alura escape end went with her, 
full of ideas of the romantic outer world. They cants across the tank Just as it plunged 
©ver ths cliff and Deering flitted out on his flying belt.

to
H© ditched his arsenal end gave the extra lifters to the girls, whom he started tewing 
hack to the city. He utterly lost his way, however, and they cans dam in a forest, where 
they used the lifters to help a baby urrok out of a crevasse; and being almost overwheto^ 
by a herd of grateful urroks, rose into the air again, where they wore spotted by on® of 
their patrol ships.

As they heeded homeward, approaching a coast, thoy saw a huge raft docked thero, and dis
covered a trio of 50-foot giants kicking a village of the jungle folk to pisses. With th® 
force rsy, Desring won their respect and knocked one of the simpletons galley west.

They ware well received by the populace of th® capital, and were settling down again. 
Then Mura looked in the televisor and saw a great army of giants, armed with clubs, 
approaching.

Her® the Denver Post first began publishing Buck Rogers, and the Sunday Oklahoman likewise 
later. Wollhein’s first acquaintance with the conic is something like fifteen weeks later. 
Pram all of thick I deduce that what I have told up to new may be no? to most of you, but 
what fellows probably would not; so I break it off here.

SgecaFoirthjiari^jegT’^

TWO LETTERS WROM STUBSlOWj 
eno seventy three monro® street new york two 

March 15, 1948

Dear RO®stml,R

You are right about th® seriousness of much of ny recent copy; THUNDER AND ROS®, 
MEMORIAL, THERE IS HO DEFENSE, and the forthcoming UNITE AND COWHER were things I had to 
got off sy chest, as was that pros© pom in the Dec. 1945 ASF. I hove an s-f comedy in 
the mill now, called (I thisak) THE.HDHKLE IS A HAHY BEAST; and I would like to refer you 
to SLUTTY, THE DEADLY RATIO, in Weird, WHAM BOP in Varsity, and WSL SPICED in Zan® Grey 
Western. If I ever get too grim, I want to bo told, so— thanks for telling met

I wish more readers and fans Ima? hew important a not© like that is to a writer. 
Most of th© stuff w© grind out is fluag into th© void, for all we know. A readers® column 
mention has considerable weight, bub personal notes to th© author are th® only real indi
cation he can have as to how his stuff is going with what Mad of poop!©.

(Had you heard, by the way, that UNKNOWN will bo on ths stands ag^n this year, in 
July? It will bo a reprint annual.; but its rebirth as an original market will depend 
entirely on th© response th© annual gets. So, if you loved the dear departed as I did, 
see to it that the officers of Street and Smith— net Campbells his mpleyers— get a 
young avalanche of mailt)

Cordially,

Theodore Sturgeon

AND; March 21, 1947 ((1948))

Dear CoshsI,

You have my permission to publish pert of ny letter, and th® signature, too, if you like. 
I would like a g&w of the issue. ((continued on next jag®))
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By "not writing Campbell" I didn’t mean that thero was 3021© reason for not doing so; h® 
deserves congratulations and an enthusiastic response. What I meant was that th© "front 
offloo" should hear about it too, Those hoys, you know, are interested in one thing and 
one thing only—. circulation figures. It doesn’t Batter if a mgazin® has the best copy 
in the rorldg by the most skilful writers which wer lived; if circulation figures go down, 
changes are made, either in format or in personnel. On the; other hand, when circulation 
goes up, th® publisher is willing to threw more paper,’ personnel, end tine to that maga
zine. ... Publishers assume that a certain munber of letters means that the magazine is 
being read by a correlative percentage of the population; depending on th© "sTant" of the 
sagas ins, this gay sees that a letter signifies twenty readers or fifty, or a thousand, or 
ten thousand. The more letters S&S gets from readers about the UM one-shot , the more 
they will realise that they have a potential success on their hands 0

A friend of mine recently saw tho cover of the annual; I haven’t had a look at it yst. 
It9s a.Cantier oil, and I understand it’s a killer.

A magazine will always forward personal letters to its authors. Mark ’sei Please Forward.

BOP and OX SPICK) are ante®, I s’pose; yet they are perfect ©samples of the ®-f 
gimmick applied to the layman’s stony. I mentioned them only to indicate that my recent 
stuff is not all grim...

Cordially.,.^

S / • Theodor® sturgeon 1

THE CAPTURED CROSS-SECT ION

((FTLaxW, FAPA Vice President, postcards on 2/21/4?: ))
PAPA Inder? One ws published, under that title, by Larry Shaw,' dated Dec. SO, 1944, and 
put in th© mailing immediately following. PAPA surplus stock was sold to Acid®, who might 
have a copy of this. Warth th® try, as this lists every item of every mil ing up to th© 
date it appeared....The FA for Spring 39 lists contents of th® first 6 mailings.Th© FA 
for June 1944 gives numbers and dates of all mailings.

SNU shows th® most improvement of 
any FAPAzin© for the past year or ao....«>But I’m grieved not to see that attack on mo you 
postallsd a® about; ’smatt©?, cold feet?

((Info appreciated; now where do I get these issues? But I’d prefer to get osmplet© 
wailings. # No cold foot; th© "attack9 as you term it, goes in th® mailing comments on 
that ish of Van-Dango—can I help it if shortage of time fores® m® to b® on® issue behind?))

((Don Day, 3435 1® S3 Av®., Portland 13, Or®., postals ©a Oct. 27, 1947: )) 
I see you list a Butt© address for Ott® Binder on the back of snix 2. Is that 

correct? £®vo been trying to locate him. I wont to tap him for the AUTHOR, AUTHOR dept 
soon® ((Th© address is eerroet, but those interlined fillers of that type are not

th© personalities those names bring to mind, but "commoners" blest with their name.))

((Ed Cox, 4 Spring St., Lubsc, Koine, wrote Ncvenbor 5, 194?: )) 
"MOLmUL®’ #1. It is unique, to say the least. "Hear Y©" is quit© ri^t, too. Th® 

whole li’l ’zine rang the bell with ms« I hope you ha?e another in your next 
What’ll it bo next time? ^S? or maybe Br^. Tho possibilities are endless?

SNIX ^1. As I’m not a FAPAn, your review on tho winter mailing didn’t moan much to ma 
but it sure looks like I’m missing a lot. Th© "Snis of 1948", including the British 
prozines in Snix #2, shows that all I’m missing for ’46 is the British mega. I didn’t 
quite get your complete idea in "Gravity Snis?5. About the "hllla", I mean. I can see your 
"wingless" airplane thou^x.

( (A bicycle rolls down hill because the "center of gravity" is hhead of it; 
wrp the gravity direction and your motorloss vehicle will roll without other applied power.))
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in end about the Fall 1947 FAPAmailing

DA FANTASIA AMATOWEi Betcha there were no actual deletions... # I still believe it 
was unfortunate that the new constitution was not put into effect immediately—but a lot 
of good it will do tn kick now, # So the Laureate nominations are passe? Well, I con
tinue them until the hot plan is in effect, # The Widner Treasec Deport sems to slide 
toward humor at the end—whatsa matter? Did it unbalance him?

TOTEf SLITHS Nice reproduction of Hippocraties! # I’m tempted to say your nag’s more 
interesting when you leave out those "full length articles” (unless you try some that bear 
on fantasy)e Let’s have more mailing comments and less intellectual display on the "who 
cares" subjects, # The'last half of THE SECOND BAN307SR was nicely different,

TAN GENTS But Fantasy Aspects was to specialize in the current best. Besides, it is 
my hop® to roprint some of these oldies^ myself; both in Snix and in ELOOR® # Your "si^n 
painter’s plural" means little to ne unless you show its use in a sentence. # I’m still 
wondering what kind of a "null " economy Stapledon gave Britain in OLD MAN IN NEW world 
due to your lost marginal letters®

5LAPA FLYPAPAH I have some mags to trade, myself. Con use artwork (not that I’d pay 
a high price for it), fanzines, and fantasy (a few stf also) pros, as well as books, 

JRAPA "Recommended Reading" —and about that time came IN THE TWINKLING OF AN ETE also, 
# DOCHS Does even she know what she meant? LAMENT FOR NOW seems satire, # Ah, reviews 
--What ch a think yer trying to dos suggesting "Terlet"? Anyone ought to know that’s sup- ~ 
posed to be "Letter". Methinks you’ve got "ingratiating" on your mind, OK, you can blame 
yourself that this mag is now called Fapasnix and has taken to Snixing the reviewed titles 
thusly. Your verdict? (Not that I care.) # Ah, but Argosy published Will Jenkins9 two 
part ATOMS CVS? AMERICA, y "Crifanac" should b® obvious—much more so than "B^m" e

MURDERS Oh, noUUl

MAJOR DISASKER PAN ’Sa shame they weren’t supplied with the earthquake at the 
appointed time. Also, that you weren’t, for putting stuff like this in the mailing, 

HALF LENGTH PARTICLES What’s Anderson got to do with it? Finance?

AT 0(1’) T(imer) EVANS Very interesting, I do wish you’d put in more about CHILDREN 
OF THE LEFE, though, # A very nice back cover, but it doesn’t soon to be very new,

GLOMB Remarkable cover picture, # Thani for the Bailey excerpts. # Those thumbnail 
reviews were a little TOO short, # ...NO GOOD—the fantasy of The Green Man? That con
fuses me with Sherman’s. £ Bradbury filler very welcome. # OHhhh* "Way back when,.,"

* NOQRSHINE Your cover monster is either top-heavy or light-headed. # the MUSIC leaves 
* "so what" reaction, $ ICE CREAM, a mussed essay, is a very weak treatment of a very 
worthwhile subject. The humor broke itself to pieces® # FRUSTRATION is better than 
SONG TO MOONSHINE, altho FRUSTRATION’s chorus-lino may have been the deciding factor, # 
"HEf9, FUNNY FACS’? Which one? Dog ears? # Naturally such items as LBN’S DEN take 
longer to whip up, being composed-on-stencil reactions to a last mailing, I’ve found it 
much more satisfactory to write them up and "stencil" thorn later, # That back cover must 
be "monsters she has known."

FAN-DANGLE Since you’re not a fan anymore, ya oughta leave that "FAN" off the title, 
# SATCEMO,..: This article’s not music to me. But if Laney wants to waste space,., # 
OK, Fran, here's your attacks It seems you hadn’t and haven’t even enough interest in the 

to bother seeking an explanation for your retention aa a member. Didn't you ever hear 
of the Acolyte, and the high favor it won in its day, or were you stiff ering from amnesia? 
It seems you’ve been told off before, but since you want your attack at even this late late 
—here ’tisg The NEFF books are open for checkup anytime by anyone; and as for the roster 
being padded—that’s rather an unfair accusation to make without any investigation on your
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part, Satisfied? # BLItz.**-Ko hum.*—again?

IHANTODR ...OPINES is in general, quit© interesting—Campbell and Merwin best in th® 
issue. Are you unaware that TUB GREET MAN appeared first in Amazing? # Willison’s arti- 
cl® on Negroes and STF would probably better have been sent in letter-fora to the pro-edi
tors. ff Doesn’t sound, like the Dame on accomplished much.

PLANE ’UN Th® most interesting i®sv.© of Rothman’s that I’ve ever seen—DOT ND WONDER! 
# The cover: a surge-crest?

’ORIZ5NS Bisn—part of this is older than your postoailing to the Sumer sot! # RE- 
CEOTEST TRENDS.Ahh! Fapa needs mro stuff Ilk© this. Can’t you keep on giving us 
this type of material instead of wasted space abcu& racsie and such? # Those direct 
quotas of Lovecraft’s and Devleth’s stories puzzle me—doesn’t Dorleth object? He sound® 
strict enough against even such quotations without permission. # You mean there were only 
•even mags in that VAPA mailing??? # I was going to ooment on th® ©stensivenes® of a 
really hs^rehonsive SF handbook;, as discussed in Connor’s OTP ESHO, but I find that that 
P58tmailing wasn’t included in my Fall 42 set. G^r* # That’s the most interesting review 
of a Vardis Fisher book I’ve seen yet. ft EXPOSITION sound like a "Hew I became an author
ity on music And I say that with complete disinterest, and no intention to disparage*

CROGLZAC Ah, you can give us much bettor covers than that! # A nice Expose’ of Ama" 
zin^b polunicy. # It’s hard to decide about THE ULTIMATE FAN—first reading indicates it 
a beautiful bit of humor—but the idea is horrible, it hits me so close to home* However 0 
I think I can suggest a betted method: equip his fantasy detector with a selective dis
integrator—or disassociator—which would automatically turn oil fantasy to powder without 
the necessity of throwing all that money to the owners and producers of the stuff* I real
ize, of course, that that would eliminate the shock-ending of your story, though* # Son® 
of the titles you mention are too familiar to seem odd. # Tour mailing review tends to 
verbose cements on only selected items—that’s alright as far as it goes, but I’d very 
much like to hear your comments on mere (all) of th© stuff. # Your "Best Ravi®®" sugges
tion re Laureate, seems to rob the "Best Article" revision-far those reviews ARE articles* 
Besides, "mailing^ .ought to be added, or semo newcomer might well be confused. And again: 
the "Best in the Mailing" classification IS necessary for designation of the fanzine giving 
the greatest amount of pleasure. Her®, I believe, even you were confused on the meaning. 
# Your book reviews ar® refreshingly different and the cartoon heading is right to the 
point. # If you want further reaction on this item, so© FLOOR #1 (10^; 3 for 25^)*

JHANCMENA A very neat and purposeful cover. ft Keller’s EUGENIC FAN: Th® Great Fail
ure! Who’d have thought Doo Kellar’d ever writ® fan fiction! So all of us have to reprint 
this? Well, give me time—say 15 years**. ft Now "’hat would EKmith say that is absolute
ly not for fanzine publication? Please writ® meg Andy, and let me know. Uy curiosity is 
not to be quenched othersisa, I fear. # Attention Evans aid Speer: I’d Ilk® to obtain 
copies of your P&iloon fanzines, if you’ve got any left. Also any-body-elae’s that was 
so published* I don’t want to miss them. # What’s the details about the peaches?
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SNAK That poor cover scone! It turned out good, but washed off during the many 
adjustments proceeding the big run. I have a few good clear copies available (off- 
center) however, which I’ll cwfsr for 10^ each—cover only* # I ws not and never 
■will be satisfied with the title "PasnixeontentS"—blame it to "on-the-stencil" com
position. # Now I need the information on full names of WEIRD TALES authors of 1923 
through 1936—or better yet, the issues I’m missing. Not that 200 different NTs isn’t 
a good start... # What I really need, though, is information as to the artists— 
especially on THRILL BOOk—for each story. # Any of you remember Frank K* Kelly?

WRB3K-WE=>*^te Ha, so she thinks FAPA is supposed to pertain to fantasy and kindred 
subjects? Much as that is deslraSLe, I greatly fear it will rennin wishful thinking. 
But do you honestly mean to tell us that the incident has nothing to do with fantasy
fandom? Or that fandom is not a "kindred subject"? ft Can love really survive such?



WISDOM Al© WEAKNESS is

SPARCKZ A worthwhile cover; too bad the details were hazy. # I rather agree that 
‘IMS EROS ARE THE CONVECTION. What would fandcn be without the pros? fl TAKEOFF is 
untrnpressiv®, but WHEN THiY BRING CUT is ©ven less so. fl Surely ths G.S.Smith
review could have been much better. # I really enjoyed THE LITTLE ELOWER but would 
prefer a "happy” conclusion. fl I was beginning to wonder if I was going to receive 
my FAPA copy of this issue, inasmuch as ry SAES copy arrived so long before.

SNAPS Nic® title... # You’re welcome to th® contents page quasi-quote, # Tak! 
preaching at a post-poster? fl You don’t really mean to say that I’v© actually con
tributed a first to fanzincdom? fl But my idea of sending FAPA to Startling was not 
to get new members, but to got publicity for the individual mgs. Yeah, I know lots 
of you don’t distribute outside FAPA (possibly for the dubious right to eomcn-la« 

» cojyri^it?) but that’s the boat way to avoid having to publish an exclusively general 
' circulation fanzine, and also has the advantage of kosping your APA zin® frees being
’ nothing but expense. In short, it has the good points of both APA and genowal clrc.

Thus, SHIX is what it is. # As for taking governmental action against'something they 
don’t like, they probably feel it has the advantage of being "legal" that way. You 
can’t go around throwing bricks through the windows of tho proponants of the whatever- 
it—la-you-don’t—like. $ Most of your cartoons seem to have been put in very inappro
priate places, fl I’ll be glad to see you return to the type of paper you’re supposed 
to use. fl THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY was greatly enjoyed, fl I managed to decipher the 
"Wonder how this old hecto ribbon will do with the liquid process duplicator." even 
though it had practically disappeared by tho time my copy was run. fl Wish you’S 
quoted all of the Billy Rose item, fl Nice "last stopf—a pretty good "concise ex™ 
planation" . fl CATCHING UP WITH CRUD was worth going over carefully. You give a 
wrong impression when you say SPAR DUST had heavy yellow cavers every issue: fll was 
just plain white, and printed only in black—and only on tho front cover. Nor ma 
that the only issue with white covers. Next: the September issue was NOT the special 
convention issue. You apparently do not have that issue: The November 1940 one# 
which had a white cover again. Just for the record, we’ll give a few facts about it, 
here. Cover: futuristic buildings. Inside front cover contains Thrilling’s Chicon 
ad; back cover, the ZD one, and half the inside back cover was FBM’s. Hort Weisinger 
talks of stf invading the slicks, in THE NEXT WASION. The only poem is Virgil 
Travis* AT THE SUMMIT. Tho stories are: MY LADY OF THE POPPIES by Um. Carter Follows, 
Jack Williamson’s ASHES OF IRON, Robart Moore Williams* DO OR DIE, and Dale Tarr’s 
REMINISC EC E which is more fiction than article. The articles: CONCERNING PROFESSOR 
JAMESON by Nail R. Jones; PAUIER TEARS HIS HAIR... / ... OUT AND DOWN by Rap; and MEET 
THE FAN... about Ackerman. And in conclusion:

I have duplicate copies of this final isss© (Nov. 40) and the Aug. 40 issue. If 
anybody want’s bm, I’m willing to sell Sr trade, fl Quarterbacking: These be things 
you didn’t say, but wish you had said?

BUY LAW Sounds like the OE oar other officials could give an extra mailing to some- 
s one, for them to send to Amz’s review column—just so they don’t send it themselves.
’ fl I’ve wondered why you never sign your name instead of printing it out by hand.

x WILDE HARE Who’s Condra? I think I’ve heard the name somewhere before, but can’t 
place it. fl The quintuplet editorial arouses distrust-and the sheer blah of the con
tents confirms the distrust in great disgust, fl Th» recent disbanding of the NEFF— 
Pah? I suppose ETA is supposed to have the meaning "fandom is all" also? fl THE RTS ft 
AND FALL OF THE FANNISH WIRE, though weak until the empire was started, was th® best 
piece of satire in the Issue—nothing very disgusting for a change, fl The SuppLemen- 
tai TP report was read with Interest—but even so, ar® such "official" pronouns aments 
supposed to appear outside the FAmateur? fl That drawing of Al doesn’t look a bit like 
him—probably Intentionally, fl By th® way, what is this fanzine—a feud provoker? 
Scene of Its material is highly drastic.

The Fall 1948 FAPA Laureate aminations will be found on the n.ext~~page—final for this ish

Th® SAPS took steps to make postmailings illegal. Why not FAPA also? Well, why not?
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LAUREATE REP ORT ON THS FALL 1947 FAPAZINES : - -
division 1st 2nd 3rd

Editing and Publishing Ackerman Kennedy Lyon
Poetry VJillmorth Moffatt Rita Dragonott®
Fiction Vincent Williams Kennedy Dr. Keller
Articles Rothman VI ar net I. 0, Bailey-
Humor Kennedy Keller Lyon
Art Ufllmorth Kennedy Rothman
Beat Rothman E« E. Evans Spear

((Postmarked "Santa Ana, Calif« / DKJ 1/8 30 JBI / 1947*, I received, on a green sheet of 
paper, the same size a® a page of p?©vious“Jssues of Snix, this rarest of fanzines: ))

®o® — The One-Shot Dot Mag

FOR THE EDITOI? OF SNEX: I have returned to Gordon Grove just a short time ago from a visit 
to Bell Gardens and Lea Moffatt, with th® purpcs© of making con

tact with a mimeograph to get something run off for the next FAPA mailing* Tess Sir—I 
got the news yesterday that this organization had accepted buck* Entered, me as member 
with the last mailing, so I have 2 copies of your mags SNIX and ’tator* Ais© your ans- 
shot item, which inspired this "things*

Thanks for tho copies. Note the comment on the article and pics in SNIX; thanks for th® 
fustest, and as for the final words--

Lan uses the best stencils available, but doesn't have a board where he can cut them from 
the originals except by the crudest means* (No glass frame, that is*) My pics are ama
teur affairs8 and o£ course aren't as neat as th© Rotsler cover of Number 38 Shaggy, for 
example* That cover is well cut and mineoed; also shaded, which I’ve never tried to do ( 
except by slight shade-line®.

ONE FAN’S OUTLOOK may evolve into a fapezino, or perhaps SIN will. Lan has offered to 
stencil the first few copies of ny stuff, whether it’s for his mag or 

one of ry own* (Rather, I'll cut stencils on some stuff and send it to him, not counting 
the stuff he now has on hand* * .an article and pic • )If I can get §75 I my be able to got a 
5 by 8 press, and then one big bottleneck will have been busted* But Christmas season is 
a period of financial drain, so I hope,

SNIX is an interesting magazine, or will bo when it’s developed® I personally became cy®- 
weary at seeing its name repeated so much, but I wouldn’t comment on such a thing except in 
passing. Your c cement on possible "polarized gravity” as tho source of energy is intrigu
ing. I suggested to Hoff today that if a way to cut a hoi® in—through—the barrier of 
dimensions could be made the ’buotioi? of air ©reaping through a tube night be used to suck 
the ship ahead (considering the likelihood that the other space wouldn’t b© occupied by a p 
planet—ths chances would seem rather vague considering the small amount of space filled 
with matter in our cosmos.) Lea called to ny attention tho fallacy of my assumption (so I 
took ny tongue from ry cheek, which was rather palnftdL) and suggested the alternate plan 
of an exhaust into a sort of portable spaeo-warp (exaust of a jet from a rocket, natch) so 
th® heated fumes, or radioactive debris if the rocket was atomic-fueled, wouldn’t endanger! 
anyone nearby * I think his idea is better. Might invent on® nyself. Later.
Hop® you get the feel of your machine; the cover would really be effective. Stenciling is 
primarily a line-cutting job, although some shading is possible*
I’ll leave any other comments of SNIX for the future. ’Tis 1st ©—nearly midnight, and I 
work tomorrow* Too bad you can’t get paper of a size you can use to best advantage on 
your machine; the cutting, however, would increase the price®..
Good luck on SNIX. You have seme ideas worth thinking about. ADIQS.
stan woolston of 12352 s.w., Garden Grove, California, USA, Earth, Solar System, Milky Way, 
and all that stuff -finis-


